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Isoprene has the highest emission into Earth’s atmosphere of any
nonmethane hydrocarbon. Atmospheric processing of alkenes, in-
cluding isoprene, via ozonolysis leads to the formation of zwitter-
ionic reactive intermediates, known as Criegee intermediates (CIs).
Direct studies have revealed that reactions involving simple CIs can
significantly impact the tropospheric oxidizing capacity, enhance
particulate formation, and degrade local air quality. Methyl vinyl
ketone oxide (MVK-oxide) is a four-carbon, asymmetric, resonance-
stabilized CI, producedwith 21 to 23% yield from isoprene ozonolysis,
yet its reactivity has not been directly studied. We present direct
kinetic measurements of MVK-oxide reactions with key atmo-
spheric species using absorption spectroscopy. Direct UV-Vis absorp-
tion spectra from two independent flow cell experiments overlap
with the molecular beam UV-Vis-depletion spectra reported recently
[M. F. Vansco, B. Marchetti, M. I. Lester, J. Chem. Phys. 149, 44309
(2018)] but suggest different conformer distributions under jet-
cooled and thermal conditions. Comparison of the experimental life-
time herein with theory indicates only the syn-conformers are ob-
served; anti-conformers are calculated to be removed much more
rapidly via unimolecular decay. We observe experimentally and pre-
dict theoretically fast reaction of syn-MVK-oxide with SO2 and formic
acid, similar to smaller alkyl-substituted CIs, and by contrast, slow
removal in the presence of water. We determine products through
complementary multiplexed photoionization mass spectrometry, ob-
serving SO3 and identifying organic hydroperoxide formation from
reaction with SO2 and formic acid, respectively. The tropospheric im-
plications of these reactions are evaluated using a global chemistry
and transport model.

atmospheric chemistry | Criegee intermediates | chemical kinetics | ab initio
calculations | spectroscopy

Isoprene is a five-carbon, doubly unsaturated hydrocarbon with
the highest emission into Earth’s atmosphere of any non-

methane hydrocarbon. Its sources are predominantly biogenic,
totaling 530 Tg per year (1), with abundances peaking between
the tropics over the land mass where most of the Earth’s biomass
is located (e.g., the Amazon). An important sink of tropospheric
isoprene [∼10% (2)] is reaction with ozone, proceeding via 1,3-
cycloaddition of ozone to either of the two C=C double bonds to
give a primary ozonide (POZ). The POZ subsequently decom-
poses to form a carbonyl species and a carbonyl oxide, a zwit-
terionic reactive intermediate, known as a Criegee intermediate
(CI) (3). Depending on the double bond to which ozone adds
and how the POZ decomposes, four pairs of reaction products
are possible: formaldehyde oxide (CH2OO) + methyl vinyl ke-
tone, formaldehyde oxide + methacrolein, methacrolein oxide

[HC(OO)C(CH2)CH3] + formaldehyde, or methyl vinyl ketone
oxide [MVK-oxide, CH3C(OO)CHCH2]+ formaldehyde (Scheme 1).
The resulting chemically activated CIs can undergo either rapid
unimolecular decomposition or can be thermalized through
collisions to form so-called stabilized CIs, that can subsequently
undergo unimolecular and bimolecular reactions. Here we re-
port direct measurements of unimolecular and bimolecular re-
actions of stabilized MVK-oxide at 298 K.
Global and local CI concentrations have previously been es-

timated via chemistry and transport models, using databases of
alkene emissions (4). Concentration maxima are predicted in
forested regions such as the Amazon, correlating with high iso-
prene emissions. With steady state CI concentrations ≤104 cm−3

(4–8), two orders of magnitude lower than that of the principal
tropospheric oxidant OH, reactivity of CIs with key pollutants
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needs to be substantial to impact tropospheric lifetimes in
comparison to OH-initiated processing. Low steady-state con-
centrations of CIs, resulting from slow production via ozonolysis
and rapid subsequent decomposition, had until recently inhibited
study of CI reactivity. Direct methods to photolytically generate
simple CIs with carbon backbones containing up to three carbons
(9–12) have enabled studies that revealed CI reactivity to be far
greater than previously thought. Consequently, the flux of pol-
lutant species, such as SO2, through reaction with CIs could be
significant.
The reaction of CH2OO with the critical tropospheric pol-

lutant SO2 was shown to be 10,000 times faster than inferred
from ozonolysis studies (11) and leads to the formation of SO3, a
critical sulfuric acid precursor in the troposphere that results in
sulfate aerosol production (13–16). Subsequent chemistry and
transport modeling suggests that tropospheric processing of SO2
to SO3 by CIs is comparable to SO2 removal by OH in areas
where CI concentrations are largest (4). CI + SO2 reactions can
account for as much as 46% of sulfuric acid production at ground
level (15), increasing modeled particle nucleation rates by up to
820% (17) and, thus, impacting air quality, climate, and human
health.
Reactions of CIs with organic acids have also been implicated

in the formation of aerosols (18, 19). Fast removal of CIs by
reaction with a number of organic acids has been measured (18–
20). Global chemistry and transport modeling reveals that these
reactions could significantly reduce modeled organic acid con-
centrations (18), with the greatest impacts over the Amazon area
where CI concentrations are the highest (18). Through a com-
bination of experimental and theoretical work for reactions of
simple one- to three-carbon CIs, a mechanism has been identi-
fied whereby the CI undergoes a net insertion into the acid (18–
20), leading to highly oxygenated, lower-volatility, functionalized
organic hydroperoxides.
Due to the relatively high abundance of water in the tropo-

sphere, CI removal by reactions with water monomer and dimer
can dominate over other reactive loss processes even for modest
rate coefficients, constraining CI availability for other bi-
molecular reactions. However, through experimental work and
theoretical studies, the rate coefficients for reactions of CIs with
both water monomer and dimer have been shown to vary by
orders of magnitude, depending on substituents and conformer
of the CI. For example, a combination of experimental and
theoretical studies of the two-carbon CI, acetaldehyde oxide, has
shown that reactivity of the syn- and anti-conformers with water
could differ by as much as five orders of magnitude (4, 10, 21–
28). Therefore, the potential tropospheric impact of CIs is highly
dependent on their structures.
MVK-oxide, a resonance-stabilized, four-carbon CI, is esti-

mated to be produced from 21 to 23% of isoprene ozonolysis
reactions under tropospheric conditions (2, 29). At present, local
and global chemical models of the atmosphere represent the
reactivity of four-carbon and higher, functionalized CIs based on
direct measurements of the smaller H- or alkyl-substituted CIs.
In MVK-oxide, the CI COO functional group is resonance sta-
bilized with the vinyl side chain, potentially influencing reactivity and,
thus, its role as a tropospheric oxidant. No direct measurements (22)
have been performed on the reactions of resonance-stabilized CIs.

Like acetaldehyde oxide, MVK-oxide exists as distinct syn- and
anti-conformers that do not interconvert at 298 K; syn and anti
refer to the orientation of the terminal CI oxygen with respect to the
methyl group of the carbon backbone. Each MVK-oxide conformer
comprises two further configurations for the orientation of the vinyl
group, cis and trans, that rapidly interconvert by rotation about the
C–C bond at ∼298 K (ref. 6 and SI Appendix). Until recently, no
synthetic methods for the isolated production of MVK-oxide were
known, preventing the direct study of the reactivity of either con-
former. Barber et al. (30) recently reported a scheme for the se-
lective production of MVK-oxide and employed this method to
record an IR-action spectrum. The same scheme was used by
Vansco et al. (31) to obtain a UV-Vis depletion spectrum, which
displayed broad absorption features from 300 to 450 nm, consistent
with both syn- and anti-conformers. Both studies generated MVK-
oxide via 248 nm photolysis of 1,3-diiodobut-2-ene in O2/Ar carrier
gas that was sampled following supersonic expansion (T∼10 K)
under collision-free conditions. Vansco et al. (31) recorded the UV-
Vis–induced depletion of the MVK-oxide photoionization signal
(at 10.5 eV) on the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) 86 (parent ion of

Scheme 1. Reaction scheme illustrating the generation of MVK-oxide +
formaldehyde from the ozonolysis of isoprene.

Fig. 1. (Upper) Electronic spectrum of MVK-oxide recorded under jet-
cooled conditions by the UV-Vis induced depletion method from Vansco
et al. (31). Data from ref. 31. (Lower) Direct absorption spectra obtained for
MVK-oxide at 298 K using the Sandia broadband multipass transient ab-
sorption spectrometer (black) and IAMS absorption instrument (blue). Ver-
tical excitation energies and associated oscillator strengths (bars, Upper)
computed for the first π*←π transition of MVK-oxide are shown for syn-
(cyan) and anti- (orange) conformers; solid and dashed lines further distin-
guish between trans and cis configurations, respectively, which rapidly in-
terconvert at 298 K. (Lower Inset) Kinetic time trace for MVK-oxide from the
Sandia experiment (under 298 K, 10 Torr He; black) integrated between 330
and 367 nm compared with the simulated thermal unimolecular decay for
syn-conformers to 2-hydroperoxyl-buta-1,3-diene (see Scheme 2) (cyan) with
k(T) = 33 s−1. Thermal rates are computed using ab initio master equation
modeling in the high-pressure limit (30). The simulations include an experi-
mental rise time for MVK-oxide appearance of 30 μs from the reaction of the
iodoalkenyl radical with O2 (SI Appendix).

9734 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1916711117 Caravan et al.
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MVK-oxide) mass channel. Additional studies indicated that MVK-
oxide rapidly dissociates upon UV-Vis excitation to O(1D) products,
providing evidence that the depletion measurements can be directly
related to absorption.
For MVK-oxide, theory predicts relatively slow loss of both

syn- and anti-conformers by reactions with water monomer and
dimers, leading to first-order loss rates of ≤1 s−1 in the tropo-
sphere (6, 32). However, rapid unimolecular decay represents a
potentially significant competitive loss process: thermal unim-
olecular loss rates at 298 K of 33 and 2,140 s−1 for syn- and anti-
MVK-oxide conformers, respectively, have been calculated (30).
Experimental observations to substantiate these unimolecular
and water reaction loss rates, and to determine bimolecular re-
action rate coefficients with key pollutant species, are therefore
needed to evaluate the role of MVK-oxide in the troposphere.
The present study builds on the work of Vansco et al. (31) and

reports direct absorption spectra of MVK-oxide at 298 K,
obtained using two separate experiments (33–35). Using the
characterized direct UV-Vis absorption spectra, we have employed
broadband absorption spectroscopy to conduct direct bi-
molecular kinetics studies of MVK-oxide with key tropospheric
species: SO2, formic acid, and water. Complementary experi-
ments using multiplexed photoionization mass spectrometry
(MPIMS) and ab initio kinetic studies have been conducted to
identify products resulting from reaction with SO2 and formic
acid and infer mechanisms. The implications of MVK-oxide re-
activity on global sulfate aerosol formation and formic acid re-
moval have been evaluated by a global three-dimensional chemistry
and transport model, STOCHEM-CRI (stochastic chemistry and
transport model with the common representative intermediates
mechanism).

Results and Discussion
Spectroscopy and Unimolecular Decay.
MVK-oxide spectroscopy. The MVK-oxide electronic spectra recor-
ded by direct absorption at 298 K using both the Sandia (34) and
Institute of Atomic and Molecular Sciences (IAMS) (35) ex-
perimental apparatus span the same spectral range (300 to 450
nm) as that reported recently by Vansco et al. (31) using a de-
pletion method under jet-cooled conditions (Fig. 1). The 298 K
spectrum has a broad symmetric absorption from 300 to 450 nm,
peaking at 370.6 nm with full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 73.4 nm (Gaussian fit to the IAMS spectrum). The electronic
spectrum obtained by Vansco et al. (31) has a similarly broad but
asymmetric profile peaked at 388 nm. We anticipate that the
MVK-oxide conformer distribution may differ significantly at
298 K and under jet-cooled experimental conditions. We pro-
pose that this difference originates from the fast unimolecular
decay of anti-conformers compared to syn-conformers at 298 K,
discussed herein, and the rapid interconversion of cis and trans
configurations.
The unimolecular decay mechanisms, transition state (TS)

barriers, and thermal unimolecular decay rate coefficients for the
syn- and anti-conformers of MVK-oxide differ considerably from
one another. For syn-MVK-oxide conformers, unimolecular de-
cay follows a 1,4 H-atom transfer mechanism that eventually
releases OH radicals (Scheme 2). Thus, bimolecular reactions

that compete with unimolecular decay in the troposphere will
intercept OH production and may impact the oxidizing capacity
of the troposphere.
The thermal decay rate for syn-MVK-oxide was experimen-

tally benchmarked by the rate of appearance of OH products
upon IR activation of syn-MVK-oxide, which agreed with an
RRKM calculation based on an ab initio predicted TS barrier of
18.0 kcal mol−1 (30). Master equation calculations predicted a
thermal unimolecular decay rate for syn-MVK-oxide of 33 s−1

(298 K, 1 atm, with ∼10% reduction at 10 torr), which includes
substantial contribution from H-atom tunneling. By contrast,
theory predicts that anti-MVK-oxide conformers decay via a 1,5
electrocyclic ring closure process that forms a cyclic peroxide
(Scheme 3), known as dioxole (6, 30, 36), with a TS barrier of
only 12.0 kcal mol−1 and thermal decay rate of 2,140 s−1 (298 K,
1 atm) (30).
The transient absorption time trace for MVK-oxide obtained

at 298 K in the Sandia experiment reveals a slow decay on the
millisecond timescale as shown in Fig. 1 (Lower Inset; repro-
duced larger in SI Appendix). The experimental time profile
agrees with a simulation using the predicted rate coefficient for
syn-MVK-oxide of 33 s−1 (298 K), shown as a cyan line in Fig. 1,
Inset (30, 36). Based on the theoretically predicted thermal de-
cay rate coefficient for anti-MVK-oxide of 2,140 s−1 (298 K) (30),
the time-resolved experiments should also exhibit a fast decay
component, which is not observed. This suggests a faster decay
rate possibly due to initial internal excitation of anti-MVK-oxide
and/or low yield of the stabilized anti-conformer in the present
298 K experiments. This differs from prior studies under jet-
cooled conditions with short delay times (20 μs) between

Scheme 3. Unimolecular isomerization of anti-MVK-oxide to the cyclic
peroxide, dioxole, via 1,5 electrocyclic ring closure.

Scheme 2. Reaction mechanism for production of OH from syn-MVK oxide
via 1,4 H-atom transfer to 2-hydroperoxybuta-1,3-diene.

Fig. 2. Time-resolved difference absorption spectra recorded at 298 K and
7.4 Torr in the IAMS experiment resulting from (Upper) the photolysis of 1,3-
diiodobut-2-ene in the presence of O2 and (Lower) subsequent addition of
[SO2] = 1.0 × 1015 cm−3. In addition to MVK-oxide, the transient spectra
contain the spectral signatures of side products including IO and I2 (see main
text, SO2 scavenger experiments section).

Caravan et al. PNAS | May 5, 2020 | vol. 117 | no. 18 | 9735
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generation and probing, where spectroscopic features attrib-
uted to both syn- and anti-conformers of MVK-oxide were
observed (31).
Comparison of the direct absorption and depletion mea-

surements of the MVK-oxide electronic spectrum indicates
that they match in the shorter-wavelength region, suggesting
that syn-conformers likely dominate at λ < 375 nm in both
experiments. At λ > 375 nm, a combination of syn- and anti-
conformers appear to contribute to the jet-cooled spectrum,
while predominantly syn-conformers give rise to the spectrum
at 298 K. Theoretical calculations predict vertical transitions
for the more stable syn-trans conformer at shorter wavelengths
(350 nm) and anti-trans conformer at longer wavelengths (381
nm), although the computed electronic spectra (31) suggest
they will be broad and overlapping. Rapid removal of anti-
conformers at 298 K is consistent with the observed spectral
changes and suggests that bimolecular reactions with the anti-
conformer are unlikely to compete with unimolecular decay in
the troposphere.
SO2 scavenger experiments. Previous measurements of simple CIs
have demonstrated rapid reaction with SO2 (10, 11, 37, 38). To
substantiate the assignment of the broad spectral feature to
MVK-oxide, SO2 was added to act as a scavenger for MVK-oxide
in the IAMS experiments. Sufficient SO2 was added to reduce
the lifetime of MVK-oxide to <0.03 ms, assuming that the rate
coefficient for MVK-oxide + SO2 was comparable to that for
CH2OO + SO2 (11, 38). Time-resolved spectra in the absence of
SO2 (Fig. 2, Upper) show the broad absorption feature assigned
to MVK-oxide at 370 nm and its decay due to various experi-
mental loss processes (e.g., wall loss and reactions with I atoms).
The transient absorption spectra also show depletion signals at
λ < 320 nm due to the precursor, structured features due to IO (λ
∼410 to 450 nm) (39), and a broad feature from I2 side-product
(λ ∼450 to 600 nm) (40). Note that even in the absence of SO2,
the decay in the IAMS experiment is more rapid than that

observed in the Sandia absorption experiment (Fig. 1, Lower
Inset, and SI Appendix). In the latter, the experimental conditions
were optimized to minimize bimolecular loss channels in order
to observe unimolecular decay. In the presence of SO2 (Fig. 2,
Lower), the broad spectral feature centered at λ ∼370 nm is
absent, providing further evidence that this feature is due to
MVK-oxide. Furthermore, the complete removal of this feature
in <0.5 ms indicates that the bimolecular rate coefficient for
MVK-oxide + SO2 is rapid, as detailed below. By subtraction of
the spectra in Fig. 2 (Lower) from those in Fig. 2 (Upper), the
features due to MVK-oxide are obtained, as shown in Fig. 1.
Note that this subtraction process does not perfectly remove
spectral components due to IO, and so residual signal due to IO
absorption at longer wavelengths has been manually removed to
obtain the IAMS data presented in Fig. 1.

Bimolecular Kinetics. Using the direct UV-Vis absorption spec-
trum of syn-MVK-oxide, bimolecular kinetics with SO2 and
formic acid were investigated via broadband absorption spec-
troscopy. These experiments reveal that syn-MVK-oxide re-
activity toward these species is similar to that of the smaller, H or
alkyl-substituted CIs. Preliminary experiments also provide an
upper limit for the very slow reaction of syn-MVK-oxide with
water. The experimental observations are supported by high-
level ab initio calculations that reveal much slower removal
with water than for smaller CIs. Complementary investigations
using MPIMS were undertaken to probe the products of the syn-
MVK-oxide + SO2 and formic acid reactions, and further
mechanistic insight is provided through high level ab initio ki-
netics calculations. Additional MPIMS experiments were per-
formed to obtain the formation kinetics of MVK-oxide from the
reaction of the iodoalkenyl radical with O2, the results of which
are discussed in SI Appendix.
MVK-oxide + SO2. Rapid removal of syn-MVK-oxide in the pres-
ence of SO2 was observed from both the Sandia (10 Torr He/O2)
and IAMS (7 Torr N2/O2) experiments (Fig. 3). The pressure
dependence of the syn-MVK-oxide + SO2 rate coefficient across
the total pressure range 4 to 700 Torr N2 was investigated using

Fig. 3. First-order rate coefficients for the reaction of syn-MVK-oxide with
SO2 as a function of [SO2], obtained from the decay of syn-MVK-oxide using
the Sandia absorption experiment (black closed circles; 10 Torr total pressure
with He bath gas, 95% confidence limit error bars), the IAMS absorption
experiment (gray closed triangles; 4.1 Torr total pressure with O2 bath gas,
340 nm probe wavelength, 95% confidence limit error bars), and SO3 growth
from the Sandia MPIMS experiment (open black circles; 10 Torr total pres-
sure with He bath gas, 1σ error bars). Note that error bars for the black
closed circles and gray closed triangles are smaller than the symbols. The red
line is a linear fit to the Sandia absorption data, weighted by the 95%
confidence limit error bars, obtaining a bimolecular rate coefficient of
(3.9 ± 0.5) × 10−11 cm3 s−1. (Insets) Typical time-resolved traces from the
reaction of syn-MVK-oxide with SO2: syn-MVK-oxide (Sandia absorption,
330 to 367 nm; Top Left Inset) and SO3 (Sandia MPIMS, 13 eV ionization
energy; Top Right Inset).

Fig. 4. Computed reaction coordinate of the syn-trans;endo path for
the reaction syn-MVK-oxide with SO2 at the CCSD(T)/CBS//B2PLYP-D3/
cc-pVTZ level with estimated T(A) corrections (SI Appendix). The reaction
proceeds through a prereactive complex (PRC) that forms secondary
ozonides (SOZ and SOZ′) via submerged barriers (TS1 and TS2). The SOZ
subsequently decomposes in an exothermic reaction via TS3 to MVK +
SO3 products.

9736 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1916711117 Caravan et al.
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the IAMS direct absorption experiment, and no significant de-
pendence on pressure was observed. A rate coefficient of (4.2 ±
0.6) × 10−11 cm3s−1 (95% confidence limit error bar) at 298 K
across the total pressure range 300 to 700 Torr N2 is derived.
This rate coefficient, supported by high-level computational ki-
netics calculations, is comparable with that reported for smaller
CIs (4, 10, 11, 27, 33, 37, 38, 41, 42) and is consistent with ef-
fectively barrierless addition of MVK-oxide to SO2, initially
forming a secondary ozonide (SOZ) structure (Fig. 4 and
Scheme 4). Ab initio calculations along the reaction coordinate
reveal that the TS barrier(s) are comparatively higher for MVK-
oxide + SO2 vs. CH2OO + SO2 due to disruption of the extended
conjugation of MVK-oxide. However, because the CH2OO and
MVK-oxide (Fig. 4) reactions proceed through strongly sub-
merged barriers relative to the reactants, this results in minimal
perturbation of the overall bimolecular rate coefficients.
Interrogation of the reaction products was undertaken through

complementary MPIMS experiments at 10 Torr: SO3 production
was observed, with rise times consistent with CI loss kinetics,
confirming SO3 as a direct reaction product from syn-MVK-
oxide + SO2 (Fig. 3). Through rapid reaction of SO3 with wa-
ter in the troposphere, this reaction could represent a significant
source of atmospheric sulfuric acid. Under the low-pressure
conditions of these experiments, there was no substantive evi-
dence for stabilized SOZ. To explore the pressure-dependent
branching between SOZ stabilization and SO3 + MVK forma-
tion, we implemented an ab initio TS theory-based master
equation (AITSTME) model for the overall kinetic process. At
10 Torr, the AITSTME model demonstrates minimal stabiliza-
tion of the SOZ (SI Appendix), supporting the experimental
observations. Under tropospheric conditions, the higher density
of states in the SOZ formed from larger CI reactions with SO2 is
predicted to result in increased SOZ lifetime (32), and third-
body collisions are expected to form stabilized SOZ. At 300 K
and 1 atm, ab initio kinetics calculations predict a ∼5% yield of
SOZ. However, the tropospheric fate of the SOZ remains un-
certain with respect to decomposition or further reaction. The
total rate coefficient is predicted to be effectively pressure-

independent, with no back reaction from the SOZ to the reac-
tants. However, there is predicted to be a fairly strong temper-
ature dependence due to the effect of the submerged barrier
(TS1) connecting the prereactive complexes and the SOZ (SI
Appendix).
MVK-oxide + formic acid. The kinetics of syn-MVK-oxide + formic
acid were measured using the Sandia absorption experiment,
yielding a rate coefficient of (3.0 ± 0.1) × 10−10 cm3 s−1 (Fig. 5).
Reaction near the gas kinetic limit is consistent with the rapid
reaction of smaller CIs with organic acids reported previously
(18, 19). High-level ab initio calculations confirm the effectively
barrierless net insertion of the CI into formic acid (Fig. 6 and
Scheme 5), leading to a functionalized hydroperoxide, hydroperoxybut-
3-en-2-yl formate (HPBF). However, the resonance stabilization in
MVK-oxide significantly alters the potential energy surface of this re-
action, compared to the CH2OO case (43). For the CH2OO reaction,
Vereecken (43) found that the primary reaction pathway involves H
transfer from the acid to the CI in concert with CO bond formation,
followed by stabilization of the resulting functionalized hydroperoxide
species. The functionalized hydroperoxide is much more weakly bound
in the MVK-oxide reaction than in its CH2OO analog [30 versus 44
kcal mol−1 (43)], due to the additional resonance stabilization present
in MVK-oxide. In the CH2OO case, stabilization of the adduct is
predicted to dominate over bimolecular product formation, even
though there is an exothermic exit channel arising from OO bond
fission of the functionalized hydroperoxide. In the MVK-oxide
case, the functionalized hydroperoxide is also favored over
dissociation to produce OH + an alkoxy radical, which is now

Scheme 4. Mechanism for the reaction of syn-MVK-oxide with SO2, leading
to the formation of methyl vinyl ketone + SO3 via a secondary ozonide
(SOZ).

Fig. 5. First-order rate coefficients for the reaction of syn-MVK-oxide with
formic acid as a function of formic acid concentration, obtained from the
decay of syn-MVK-oxide using the Sandia absorption experiment. The red
line is a linear fit to the absorption experiment data, weighted by the 95%
confidence limit error bars, obtaining a bimolecular rate coefficient of (3.0 ±
0.1) × 10−10 cm3 s−1. Note that some of the error bars are smaller than the
symbols. (Left Inset) The photoionization spectrum for m/z 99 and (Right
Inset) the mass spectrum of the proposed DI products, both obtained using
MPIMS. Gaussian fits to the mass peaks yield exact masses of (87.042 ± 0.004)
and (99.044 ± 0.001) amu, consistent with the exact masses of 87.045 (MVK-
oxide + H, HCO2-loss DI) and 99.045 (HO2-loss DI) amu, respectively.

Fig. 6. Schematic plot of the reaction pathway for the addition of formic
acid to syn-MVK-oxide. Stationary point energies are from CCSD(T)-F12/cc-
pVTZ-F12//B2PLYPD3/cc-pVTZ calculations including zero-point energies.
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significantly endothermic relative to reactants. Despite these
differences, the overall kinetics are predicted to be quite sim-
ilar, with the reaction dominated by direct addition to form the
functionalized hydroperoxide, HPBF, in the case of MVK-
oxide (discussed in further detail in SI Appendix).
This reaction mechanism is supported by complementary

MPIMS experiments that reveal the formation of species at exact
masses corresponds to C4H7O2 and C5H7O2 (Fig. 5, Top and
Right Inset). These products are consistent with characteristic
HCO2-loss (= protonated CI) and HO2-loss daughter ions (DIs)
from the dissociative photoionization of the predicted function-
alized hydroperoxide reaction product, HPBF (18, 19, 44). The
formation of the hydroperoxide product is further evidenced by
the agreement between the observed and calculated vertical
ionization energies and appearance energies for the m/z 99 DI
(further details in SI Appendix).
Master equation-based predictions for the temperature and

pressure dependencies of the syn-MVK-oxide + formic acid re-
combination rate coefficient are illustrated in Fig. 7. Notably,
near room temperature, at pressures near 10 Torr (0.013 bar),
the predicted rate coefficient is essentially identical to the ex-
perimentally observed value and strongly pressure-dependent.
Although the present calculations were performed for N2 as a

collider, the variation between N2 and He should be quite
modest. Importantly, at atmospheric pressure, the pressure de-
pendence is greatly reduced with the rate coefficient effectively
determined by the capture rate. At 1 bar, the predicted tem-
perature dependence is well represented by the expression 7.7 ×
106 T−5.86 exp(−1,170/T) cm3 s−1 over the 200 to 400 K tem-
perature region, with a predicted value of 4.9 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 at
room temperature.
MVK-oxide + water. Slow removal of syn-MVK-oxide in the pres-
ence of water vapor (where [H2O] ≤ 5.7 × 1017 cm−3, [(H2O)2] ≤
7.9 × 1014 cm−3) was observed experimentally, and upper limits
of 4.0 × 10−17 and 3.0 × 10−14 cm3 s−1 are derived from IAMS
absorption experiments. These results are consistent with
previous theoretical predictions of 9.5 × 10−20 and 9.0 × 10−17

cm3 s−1 for the water monomer and dimer reaction rate coeffi-
cients (6, 45), respectively [or 8.1 × 10−20 and 3.1 × 10−16 cm3 s−1,
respectively, following adjustments made by Vereecken et al. (6)
to account for the level of theory used; SI Appendix]. Higher-level
kinetics calculations performed herein (see SI Appendix for fur-
ther details) return a rate coefficient of 1.1 × 10−19 cm3 s−1 for the
syn-MVK-oxide + water monomer reaction, supporting the liter-
ature theoretical values (6, 45) and experimental upper limits
reported here. By contrast, CH2OO reacts rapidly with water and
water dimer, with bimolecular rate coefficients of 2.4 × 10−16 and
6.6 × 10−12 cm3 s−1, respectively, reported in the literature (46,
47), and thus, these reactions are a significant atmospheric sink of
CH2OO. We attribute the smaller reactivity of MVK-oxide vs.
CH2OO with water vapor to a higher TS barrier arising from
disruption of the extended conjugation of syn-MVK-oxide in re-
action leading to the hydroperoxide adduct. A prereactive com-
plex exists for both reactions, and both have similar stabilities
(−6.52 kcal mol−1 for CH2OO vs. −6.11 kcal mol−1 for MVK-
oxide). At the TS, the carbonyl oxide moiety begins bending out
of plane, indicating that the extended conjugation is disrupted in
the case of MVK-oxide. As a result, the TS barrier for the MVK-
oxide + H2O reaction is significantly higher (10.53 kcal mol−1 for
MVK-oxide vs. 3.12 kcal mol−1 for CH2OO), which dramatically
lowers the reaction rate compared to CH2OO + H2O. Reaction
with water will therefore not be an important sink of syn-MVK-
oxide in the troposphere, and thus, MVK-oxide will survive high-
humidity environments; this implies a relatively high tropospheric
concentration of syn-MVK-oxide.

Atmospheric Modeling.The role of MVK-oxide in the troposphere
has been evaluated through comparison of two model integra-
tions, detailed herein. STOCHEM-CI0 represents our best cur-
rent understanding of CI chemistry. It includes the reactions of
MVK-oxide with SO2, formic acid, water, and water dimer, in
addition to unimolecular loss. STOCHEM-CI1 is a base-case
scenario model wherein the reactions of MVK-oxide with SO2
and formic acid are omitted (but still includes unimolecular
decay and reactions with water and water dimer). In the model,
syn- and anti-MVK-oxide are assumed to be produced from
isoprene ozonolysis with yields of 0.14 and 0.07, respectively
(29). The kinetic parameters utilized in both model integrations
are detailed in SI Appendix.
Evaluation of STOCHEM-CI0 reveals that globally, MVK-

oxide has the largest modeled steady-state concentration of all
stabilized CIs (33% of the total CI molecules, 49% by weight).
This is due to large isoprene emissions over forested regions and
slow tropospheric removal through unimolecular decomposition
and reactions with water and water dimer. If removal with SO2
and formic acid are neglected (STOCHEM-CI1), the steady-
state concentration of MVK-oxide increases slightly (36% of
total CI molecules, 54% by weight). The slow removal via bi-
molecular reactions with water and water dimer and via unim-
olecular decomposition [33 s−1 at 298 K for syn-MVK-oxide (30)
vs. ca. 300 s−1 for acetone oxide (37, 48, 49)] means that MVK-oxide

Scheme 5. The 1,4-insertion of MVK-oxide into formic acid, leading to the
formation of a functionalized hydroperoxide reaction product.

Fig. 7. Temperature and pressure dependencies of the syn-MVK-oxide +
formic acid recombination rate coefficient computed based on ab initio TST-
based master equation modeling. The experimental rate coefficient
obtained in this work (solid black circle) is shown for comparison.
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will survive in high-humidity environments, and thus, other bi-
molecular reactions may be important.
We find that MVK-oxide plays a role in the tropospheric con-

version of SO2 to sulfuric acid (Fig. 8,Upper), the removal of formic
acid (Fig. 8, Lower), and, potentially, particulate formation.
Evaluation of STOCHEM-CI0 reveals that the reaction with SO2

increases the SO3 formation flux by 93% compared with the
base-case scenario (STOCHEM-CI1), despite reaction with SO2

accounting for only ∼2% of the total tropospheric loss of MVK-
oxide. Previous modeling work has indicated that CIs are
responsible for between 10 and 70% of all SO2-initiated oxida-
tion to sulfuric acid (15, 16, 50, 51). Neglecting the reaction of
MVK-oxide + SO2 leads to an 11% decrease in the tropospheric
concentration of SO3 globally, significantly impacting modeled
sulfuric acid. For example, over the Amazon region, where isoprene
emissions and subsequently MVK-oxide concentrations are highest,
the reaction of MVK-oxide + SO2 contributes up to 20% of sulfuric
acid production. This source has modest implications for sulfate
aerosol formation (SI Appendix).

The present work demonstrates that the reaction of the
globally dominant and resonance stabilized CI, syn-MVK-oxide,
with formic acid, is rapid. Evaluation of STOCHEM-CI0 reveals
that reaction with MVK-oxide leads to up to 20% reduction in
modeled formic acid globally (Fig. 8, Lower). Furthermore, the
reactions of organic acids with CIs may contribute to the pro-
duction of secondary organic aerosols via the formation of low-
volatility, highly oxygenated products (19).

Conclusions
The direct UV-Vis absorption spectrum of the four-carbon,
resonance-stabilized CI, MVK-oxide, has been recorded at 298 K
in two independent experiments. We observe broad absorption
centered around 370 nm in both experiments, in good agreement
with the work of Vansco et al. (31), with differences attributed to
the different conformer distribution in the 298 K and jet-cooled
experiments. The different conformer distribution observed in
the 298 K experiments suggests a low yield of stabilized anti-
MVK-oxide and/or faster anti-MVK-oxide decomposition pos-
sibly due to internal excitation. The experimentally observed
lifetime of MVK-oxide in the 298 K experiments is consistent
with syn-conformers and substantiates rapid removal of anti-
conformers as indicated by calculations of Barber et al.
(6, 30).
Computation and direct experimental kinetic measurements

of bimolecular reactions of syn-MVK-oxide demonstrate slow
syn-MVK-oxide removal in the presence of water, confirming
recent theoretical predictions (6, 45). Rapid reactivity with SO2
and formic acid was observed and predicted theoretically, similar
to C1 to C3 alkyl-substituted CIs (10, 11, 18, 19, 37). Comple-
mentary MPIMS measurements of the products from SO2 and
formic acid reactions with MVK-oxide indicate the potential role
of these reactions in tropospheric particulate formation. SO3 is
observed from the reaction of syn-MVK-oxide with SO2; global
chemistry and transport modeling reveal a modest impact on
predicted particle nucleation events due to the formation of
sulfuric acid. The formation of a highly oxygenated organic hy-
droperoxide species, resulting from net insertion of the CI into
the acid, was observed from the reaction of MVK-oxide with
formic acid—recent chamber work has implicated similar species
in the formation of secondary organic aerosols (52).

Methods and Materials
UV-Vis absorption spectra and bimolecular rate coefficients for MVK-oxide
were recorded using two independent transient absorption experiments,
both of which have been described in detail previously. Further details of
both the Sandia and IAMS experiments are given in SI Appendix. Comple-
mentary experiments to identify the products of the MVK-oxide + SO2 and
formic acid reactions and to obtain the kinetics for MVK-oxide formation
were undertaken using MPIMS, described previously and in SI Appendix. For
all of the work reported herein, MVK-oxide was generated using the
method of Barber et al. (30) using 1,3-diiodobut-2-ene photolysis in the
presence of excess O2. All experiments were performed under pseudo-first-
order conditions, such that [O2] >> [1,3-diiodobut-2-ene], and for bi-
molecular kinetics investigations, [co-reactant] >> [MVK-oxide]. Ab initio
kinetics calculations were performed to supplement each of the experi-
mental observations. They were based on a combination of density func-
tional theory-based rovibrational analyses, coupled cluster-based energy
evaluations, variational TS theory, and master equation analyses that ex-
plicitly treat hindered rotational motions. Further details are provided in SI
Appendix. Modeling work was undertaken using STOCHEM-CRI which
comprises a global chemistry transport model (STOCHEM) coupled with the
common representative intermediate mechanism (CRI). This has been de-
scribed previously and detailed further in SI Appendix.

Data Availability Statement.All data discussed in the paper are available in the
main text and SI Appendix.
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Fig. 8. Modeled implications of (Upper) MVK-oxide reaction with SO2 on
global sulfuric acid and (Lower) MVK-oxide reaction with formic acid on
global formic acid evaluated using the global chemistry and transport model
STOCHEM-CRI. Model evaluations presented result from comparison of our
best current understanding of CI reactions (STOCHEM-CI0) with a case
neglecting the contribution of MVK-oxide reactions with SO2 and formic
acid, but including unimolecular decomposition, reactions with water and
water dimer, and unimolecular and bimolecular reactions of all other CIs
(STOCHEM-CI1). Further details are given in SI Appendix.
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